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STABILITY CONDITIONS FOR MULTIDIMENSIONAL QUEUEING
SYSTEMS AND APPLICATIONS TO ANALYSIS OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Wojciech Szpankowski
Department of Computer Sciences, Purdue Universitr. USA.
Abstract
A fundamental question arising in queueing system analysis is whether a system
is stable or unstable. For systems modelled by infinite Markov chain, we may study
ergodicity and nonergodicity of the chains. Foster [6] showed that sufficient
conditions for ergodicity are linked with the average drift, however. complications
arise when multidimensional Markov chains are analysed. We shall present three
methods providing sufficient conditions for ergodicity and nonergodicity of a
multidimensional ~mrkov chain. These methods are next applied to two multi-
dimensional queueing systems: buffered contention packet broadcast system and
coupled-processor system.
Key words: Markov chains. ergodicity, nonergodicity, queueing systems, packet
broadcast system, coupled-processor system.
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1. IntY'oduction
A fundamental question arising in systems analysis is whether a system is
stable or unstable. In general, it is said that a system ~s stable if it has
pequired properties in the presence of some disturbances. For stochastic systems
such as queueing systems. it is assumed that the source of disturbances is the
arrival process, while required properties may be as follows: finite average
waiting time or queue length, existance of a steady-state solution and so forth.
For a queueing system represented by an infinite Markov chain, the stability/in-
stability problem may be interpreted in terms of ergodicity/nonergodicity of the
Markov chain. For aperiodic, irreduciable Markov chains ergodicity means that
steady-state distribution exists and all long-run probabilities are positive.
Suffic~ent conditions for ergodicity of a Markov chain are discussed in
many papers [6], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [22]. however, they are mainly
restricted to the one-dimensional case. Since Foster's paper [6] Lyapunov
functions (and so called generaZized drift) found wide applications in classi-
fying Markov chains. Roughly speaking, Foster proved that a Markov chain is
ergodic if the generalized drift is negative for all but finitely many states.
Pakes [12J, Marlin [11], Rosberg [14] and Tweedie [22] extended Foster's condition
to either larger classes of Lyapunov functions or wider classes of Markov chains.
A problem arises when multidimensional Markov chains are analysed, since in most
applications, the negativity of the generalized drift is violated on an infinite
number of states. To the author's knowledge only a few papers challenge this
problem. Malyshev [10] gave sufficient and necessary condition for ergodicity
of a special type (important from a queueing theory point of view) of two-
dimensional Markov chains, while Rosberg [13] extended Foster1s condition to a
class of multidimensional chains, but the criterion has limited applications in
queueing models.
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Existing sufficient and necessary conditions for ergodicity (e.g. [22J)
are very restrictive, since they are too complex to verify. Another approach
that establishes necessary conditions for ergDdicity, which is adopted in this
paper. deals with sufficient cDnditions for nDnergodicity. As Kaplan noted [9]
positivity Df the drift of a MarkDv chain fDr all but finitely many states is
not sufficient fDr nonergDdicity in a general case and an additional cDndition
known as Kaplan's cDndition must be added. Kaplan's results were further extended
by Sennot et al. (16J and Szpankowski [18]. [20]. However, application of these
results to multidimensional chains requires SDme extensiDns as stated above.
This paper deals with the stability Df multidimensiDnal queueing systems
described by Markovian mDdels. We restrict our considerations tD discrete-space
and discrete-time multidimensiDnal Markov chains. As we discussed above the
number of papers challenging that prDblem is very limited. hDwever, there are
few papers presenting separate results on ergodicity fDr individual models, e.g.
[2J - [5], (2lJ. We shall discuss two criteria for ergodicity and three criteria
for nonergodicity of multidimensional MarkDv chains. These results are then
applied to two multidimensional queueing systems: buffered contention packet
broadcast system (ALOHA system) and coupled processDrs system.
2. Basic Results
Let N(t) be a Markov chain with denumerable state space C (nDnnegative
integers) and discrete time t 0, 1, ... ThrDughout the paper we shall assume
that N(t) is an aperiodic and irreducible chain [1]. Then N(t) is called ergodic
(stable) iff for all i,j e C the limit lim Pr{N(t) = j I N(O) = i} exists, does
t-
not depend on i, and is positive fDr all j e C. Otherwise, we say that the chain
is not ergodic (we do not distinguish between null recurrent and transient chains).
2.1 LyapunDv functions - generalized drift
Let V(k). k e C be a Im,;rer bDunded real-valued functiDn. that is, V: C-+R
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where R is a set of real numbers, and there exists a constant ~ € R such tnat
V(k) ~ ~ > - ~ for all k E C. The function V(k) with the above properties is
known as Lyapunov function. For a Markov chain N(t) we define an operator
AV(k), k E C by
AV(k) ~ E[V(N(t+l» - V(N(t» I N(t) ~ k],
assuming it exists. If V(k) = k. then the operator AV(k) becomes a mean drift,
d(k) ~ E[N(t+l) - N(t) I N(t) = k]; therefore, we also call AV(k) a generalized
drift. Then
THEOREN 1.
If there exists a Lyapunov function V(k), k € C, and if for a constant
£ > 0 and a finite set H c C
AV(k) < a>
AV(k) $ - S
then N(t) is ergodic.
for all k E H
for all k E C-H
(la)
(lb)
Proof. See [121, [22} if V(k) is n;:-.nncgarlvc, otherwise take V(k )=V (k) - ~.
Remarks 1.
o
(i) Theorem 1 is known as Foster's theorem [6], and its extensions are due to
Pakes [12], Marlin [11], Rosberg [14] and Tweedie [22]. The most useful,
from the application point of view, is Pakes' lemma which states: an
irreducible ape~iodic Markov chain is e~godic if the average drift
d(k) = E[N(t+l) - N(t) I N(t) = k], k E C is finite for all k E C and
lim sup d(k) < o.
k_
(li) Conditions (1) may be used to find upper bound for the first re·entry time to a set H which is
now assumed to be finite or infinite. Let 'rn denote the firsl re·entry time to H, and Ej; 'rn [he
average value of 'rn given N (O):=: k e c. Let also 'r :=: min (T ,TIf)' T >0. Nate [hat 'r is a Mar-
,-1
kav moment and Z (t) =' V (N (t)) - ~AV (N U)) is a martingale. Then. as a consequence of
J"
Doab's optional stopping theorem for martingales [7] one obtains






The LHS of the above is lower bounded b)' s under the definition of V(k) J while
the RES in the presenc.e of (lb) is upper bounded by: (i) V(k) - e: E
k
, for k E C-H;
(ii) V(k) + AV(k) - £ Ek(T-l) for k E H. Thus,
(V(k) - 0/<
1 + (V(k) + AV(k) - ,)/<
for k E C-H
for k E H
(2)
The above is valid for any T>O. hence by (la) EJ;'Tn<ro for kee. Inequalities (2) arc very use·
ful in establishing upper bounds for many quantities, e.g. busy period in queueing models.
(iii) Even though (2) is valid for infinite H the theorem is not true in that
case. This limits the applications of itta multidimensional queueing systems,
since mostly condition (lb) (or more precisely: condition d(k) S - E. k E C-H)
is violated on infinitely many states (e.g. on the boundary of the scate
space C). Rosenberg [131 extended Theorem 1 to a class of multidimensional
Markov chains with an infinite set H. He considered multidimensional
}j
Lyapunov function V = (V l' V2' , V
H
): C -+ R , where C = {k = (k
l
,
k. ~ 0, i = 1,2, •• M}. He proved that AV.(k) < co, k e: C and AV.(k):::;-
111
~):
i = 1, 2, •• M on k e: C-H. are sufficient for ergodicity for a class of
1
Markov chains~ where Hi = {k e: C: ki < N}, N ~3 an integer. Unfortunately,
the choice of Hi further limits applicacions of it to queueing problems,
as we shall see later. We shall present another approach which overcomes
some of the above mentioned restrictions.
In order to present necessary conditions for stability we shall study
sufficient conditions for nonergodicity. In general, a simple anology of Theorem 1
is not valid here, as noted by Kaplan [9]. Let V (k), k e: C, z e: [a,b] be para-z
metric Lyapunov function, V (.):
z C -+ R+, Z is a parameter. We assume that V (k),z
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k € C is differentiable with respect to Z E [a,b] and let, as before, AV (k) be
z
the operator of a Narkov chain NCt), assuming it exists. We denote b)1 A'Vz(k)
and AV '(k) k € C the derivative of the operator AV (k) and the operator of
Z > Z






V (k) is bounded for all k € C, Z € [a,bJ
Z
there is 2 0 € [a,b] such that V (k) ~ constant for all k € CZo
let U c [a,b] be a neighborhood of 2 0 and H a finite subset of C; then




(iv) let g(z) be a nonnegative real-valued function of z defined on U such
that g(zO) = o. g'(zO) # 0; then for all j € C-H and i € H we assume
V' (j)jg l(ZO) :$ V'(i)/g'(zO)
Zo Z
In addition, we adopt one more assumption that is more restrictive than
necessary, but simplifies considerations. Namely,
(v) for all Z E U and k E C-H V' (k) < V' (k)
Z Zo
Then we prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.
If (i)-(v) hold and for some constant B ~ 0
AV' (k) I < =
Zo
- AV T (k) / gT (zO) ~ 0
Zo
- AV (k) ~ - Bo(z)z 0
for all k € C-H
for all k € C-H
for all k € C-H and z € U
(4a)
(4b)
then N(t) is not ergodic, assuming there is a stT'ict inequality in (4a) for at
least one k E C-H.
Proof. From N(t) construct the Harkov chain ~(t) with state space C-H, i.e. the
- 7 -
A A
chain N(t) Dmies all scates Df H. NDee tha~ oDoergDdicity of N(t) implies noo-
ergDdicity Df N(t). NDreDver, ie is easy tD prove (fDr details see [20]) in
ehe presence Df (iii) and (iv) that (3), (4) fDr N(t) imply (3), (4) for 9(t).
Hence, to prDve the theDrem ie is enDugh to prove that (3), (4) are sufficient
A A






Then [1] there is a prDbability
A






"kAV (k) " 0
C-H z























> 0 (5 )
where the first inequality on the RHS is a cDnsequence Df Fatou's lemma in the
presence of (4b), the ensuing equality derives frDm l'Hopital's rule together
with (ii) and (iv) and the last equality CDmes from Heierstrasse's criterion in
the presence of (v) and (3). The last inequality fDIlDws frDm (4a) under ~k > 0 for
k € C-H and the assumptiDn that in (4a) it is a strict inequality ror SDme
k € C-H. This is a desired cDntradiction.
o
Remarks 2.
(i) FDr V (k) =z
kz , Z € [0,1], g(z) = 1 - z, Zo = 1 (see Kaplan [9]), one
finds that -AVi(k)/g'(l) = E[N(t+l) N(t) I N(t) = k] = d(k). Hence,
a Markov chain is not ergodic if d(k) < ~, d(k) ~ 0 :or alZ k € C-H (and






~ - B(l-z), k E C-H, z € (0,1) (6)
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Inequality (6) is known as ;:'aplan't.' con:litio)'~ [9J, while (o4b) is called the
gencY'ali;;ea Xc<rlan conditior; [16J [20J. Originally, Kaplan [9] assumed
dCk) > 0, however, dCk) ~ a with (6) is enough when dCk) > 0 for at least
one k E C-H, (see also [16]).
(ii) Kaplan condition (6) and the generalized Kaplan condition (4b) are automa-
tically satisfied if NCt) is unijormly dowaward bounded, i.e., there exists
a constant m > a such that the transition probabilities,





see [16] and [20].
We define for k = (kl , k2' ...•~) £ C
(iii) Condition (3) and assumption (v) are necessary to assure that A'Vz (k) =
o
AV'z (k). They may be replaced by a weaker condition on the function
o
Vzek), k € C as proved in [20]. In particular, we do not need condition (3).
Let now NM(t) = (N
l
(t) •... ,~(t)) be an N-dimensional aperiodic, irreduciable
~Iarkov chain. We shall establish two useful criteria for ergodicity and nonergodicity










where d. (k) is the ith component of a drift-vector of NM(t)
1
(d.(k) "E[N.(t + 1)
1 1
Ni (c) I N(t) " kJ). Applying Theorem 1 and 2 (assume g(z) = l-z. z = 1) we find
o
COROLLARY 1. A Markov chain ~1(t) is ergodic if for E > 0
and
for all k E C-H (6 )
where H is a finite subset of C.
< = for all k E H
o
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COROLLARY 2. A uniformly downward bounded Markov chain D!l(t) is not ergodic, if
for a finite H£C
N,
i 1 c.d.(k)~O1 1 for all k E C-H (7 )
with a strict inequality fOT at least one k E C-H D
Unfortunately, Corollaries 1 and 2 do not present sufficient and necessary condition
for ergodicity of NM(t) since (6), (7) are sets Df simultaneous inequalities over
C-H. and it is not true that those values of input parameters which do not satisfy
(7) automatically satisfy (6). The only kno\vu sufficient and necessary conditions
for ergodicity are Malyshev's conditions [10] valid for a class of two-dimensional
~~rkov chains. Let us also point out that the choice of constants c
i
' 1 ~ 1, ...• M
in (6) and (7), is crucial fOT applications as we shall see in Section 3.
2.2 Comparison tests
The Lyapunov function method discussed above has some limitations when applied
to multidimensional Markov chains. Therefore, we present below so called comparison
tests which overcome some of these restrictions.
The idea of comparison test is as follm,·s: let N(t) be a Markov chain and
let there exist Markov chains N(t) and ~(t) such that N(t) is stochastically smaller
than N(t) (l«t) =:; N(t» and stochastically greater than ~(t)
st (N(t) <N(t)),- st
integers.
Provided that N(t) is ergodic, then N(t) is ergodic, and if ~(t) is not ergodic,
then N(t) is not ergodic. We shall generalize this idea to the multidimensional case.
We need some new notations. Let NM(t) = (Nl(t), ... , ~1(t» be an M-dimensional
Markov chain defined on a countable state space C = rM, where I is a set of nonnegative
For a set of indices AI = {I. 2, ... , M} of J\t) lye define a cover P of M
n
as follows
Pn = {vi = (ml )···. m1.)'
For example: if M = {I, 2,












(1,2,3), 02 = (2,,),
03 = (3)). ~"'e often use P instead of P to simplify the notation.
n Let now for a
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given 0 ~ (ml , ... , ~) c Pn define:
so called a-filtered process of ~I(t) denoted by1.
N (c)).
"'r.










2. lee Q (c) ~ ~ ... (t)
a IDl IIJ..
(~ (t), ... ,~ (el) be an L-dimensional
IDI "'r.
, r LMarkov chain defined on the same space as N (el. i.e., C
a a
3. far a given x ~ (x , ... ,x ) leta ID
I "'r.
Hex •... , )
,
H(x ) " (y rL i 1, 2, ... , L).x ~ € Y , X ~ID
I IDL a ID. ID.1 1
Furthermore, we assume that for two vectors x, y £ r L
i = 1, 2, ... , L.
Then, we adopt a definition
x , y iff x. , y
1 i
DEFINITION. "loJe say that cr = (m
l
, •.• , ~)
of an M-dimensional Markov chain NM(t) ~s
- filtered process Nee) = N , ... , eel
(] ml ~
stochastically smaller ur~th







if for all x = (xl' ...• ~) LE I and k = (k1 , ...• \1)
M
E I , t = 1, 2, ..•
Pr{~ eel <: x i = 1, 2, ...• L
m. i'
1






















Let N (t) be an aperiodic, irreduc.ible H-djrnensional Markov chain and
-lee for all 0" E P there exist. irreducible, aperiodic Markov chains N (t) such
n a
that No(t) ~d No(t), where No(t) is a-filtered process of NMCt). Then ~1(t) is
ergodic if for all 0" , Pn' No (e) are ergodic.
Pl'oof· Lee a € P and xa' k € C By our assumption, No(t) is ergodic, thenn 0 0
for any E > 0 there exist.s such x E C that for all k E C [ 1]
0 0 a 0
lim pdN (t) EHe" )o 0 N (0)o k}<t./n.a (9 )
Hence, there exists x == (xl' ...• ~1) € C I H that for all k = (k
l
, ...• ~) € C r1-1,
lim Pr{J'(t) E H(x) I J'(O) k)· 1 - lim pr{J'(e) ,H(x) I }I(O) • k} ~
t-+= t-+a>
1 - lim [ Pr{N (t) E H(x
a
) I }I(O) • k} ~ (10)o,P at-
n
1 - lim [ Pr{N (t) € H(x
o
) NaCO) k } > 1 - E
OEP a at-
n
where the equality on the RHS of (10) is derived from de Morgan!s rule, the first
inequality follows from a probability law which states that probability of a sum
of events is smaller-equal than sum of event probabilities, the ensuing inequality
is a consequence of (8) and the last inequality follows from (9).
Let us suppose to the contrary that NM(t) is not ergodic. Then for a finite
number of states, e.g. H(x), lim Pr{NM(t) € H(x) I ~f(O) = k) = O. which is a
t-
desired contradiction in the presence of (10).
o
By analogy, we prove the following lemma on nonergodicity of a multidimensional
Markov chain:
LEMHA 2. Let NM(t) be as in Lemma 1 and let there_exist a"'; E P and an aperiodic,
irreducible Markov chain ~a*(t) such that ~a*(t) ~d Na*(t) where Ncr*(t) is a*-
filtered process of NM(t). If N *(t) is not ergodic then JM(t) is not ergodic.-a
Proof·
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By our assumpeion, ~~*(t) is not ergodic, then for all x
a
*' k ~ E C ~
u o~ 0"
and finite H(x ~)
a'
lim Pr{~o*(t) E H(xo~~) I ~a*(O)
t-
Hence, for all x, k E C = 1M
(11)
N (0) ~ N (0),
a a
o < lim PrlJ'(t) E H(x) I J'(O) ~ k} <
t-
J'(O)lim PdNo*(t) E H(xo*) I = k} .$ lim pr{~o*(t) E H(xo*) I No*(O) ~ k *)~ 0, (12)a,t- t-
The last inequality is a consequence of the assumption and (8), and the last
equality follows from (11).
Suppose to the contrary that NM(t) is ergodic. Then, since ~(t) is irreducible,
lim Pr{~l(t) E H(x) I ~1(0) = k} ~ 0, which is a desired contradiction to (12).
~ 0





which is stochastically greater w.r.t. distribution than N (t) = N •... , (t) provided
(J ml IIJ..
It may be difficult in practice to check if (8) is satisfied.
Therefore, we provide below a weaker condition than (8), that is sufficient
for Lemma 1 (and 2). Let us notice that for a one-dimensional Markov chains N(t)
and N(t) the condition (8) is equivalent to N(t) ~st N(t) provided N(O) = N(O),
where ~ means stoch~stically smaller (8] [17J. It is well known that N(t) S N(t)
st st
is equivalent to a sampZe path compCLwison which says that there exist stochastic
processes N(t) and N(t) in the common probability space such that they have the
same distribution functions as N(t) and N(e) respectively and every path of
{N(t), t ~ O} lies below the corresponding sample path of {N(t). t ~ O} [8J [17J.
In multidimensional state space 1M the ordering "< II is not equivalent to "::;; ".
-d st
Thus, assuming in Lemma 1 N (t) ~ N (t), N (0) =
(J st 9: a
N (0) for all (J € P instead of N (t) ~d N (t) we have a stronger assumption, but
(J n 0" (J
the advantage of the sample path comparison may be taken into account. Hence,
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COROLLARY 3.Let nypotheses on ~1(t). N (t) and N (t) from Lemma 1 hold together
a a
with N (t) $ N (t) instead of N (t) $d N (t) for alIa E P .a st a 0 0 n
ergodic urovided N (t) are erooodic for all 0 E P .- a •
Then J'1(t) is
o
COROLLARY 4.Let hypotheses ~a*{t) from Lemma 2 hold together
with N ~(t) $ N *(t) (instead of N ~(t) $d N ~(t)) for a given 0* E P.
-o~ st 0 _0" o~
~I(t) is not ergodic if N .(t) is not ergodic.
-0
Applications of the above corollaries are given in Section 3.
2.3 Unbounded random walk
The.
o
lve £hal1 present one more method giving sufficient condition for noncrgodicity
of a multidimensional Markov chain. Let us explain the idea on an example. We
denote by N(t) the queue length in a system, and by X(t) an arrival process. Let
N(t + 1) " [N(t) - Y(t)]+ + X(t)
+where a = max{O, a} and yet) is a stochastic process, t = 0, 1, 2•... Assuming
X(t), yet) are ind~pendently. identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables
for all t = O. 1. 2, ... , N(t) is a Narkov chain defined on nonnegative integers 1.
Let us define now a new process, N*(t), t = 0,1, 2, ...• on all integers I as
o
N*(t + 1) = N*(t) - yet) + X(t)
Provided X(t) and yet) are statistically independent of N(t) the increments
Vet) = N*{t + 1) - N*Ct) = X(t) - yet) defined
sequence of random variables. In other words.
all integers on I is an i.i.d.
o t
N*(t + 1) = N*(O) + ,~O U{,) is
an unbounded random walk on I
o We want to derive some properties of N(t) from
the behavior of N*(t). Note that NCt) and N*(t) behave in the same way on 1+,
where 1+ is a set of positive integers. In particular, on 1+, NCt) has i.i.d.
increments V(t). He claim that N(t) is not ergodic if EU = EV(l) > 0, under
some other restrictions mentioned below. This is obviously true, but we shall
generalize the above idea to the multidimensional case.
- 14 -
Let I" I, I denote positive, nonnegative and all integers respectively
T 0
'!and let If (t) = (Nl (t), , !\1(t» be H-dimensional




, , ~) e: I~ define
A(d) = {k € ,M , k , d) ; A(d) = ,M - A(d) = ~+ 0 ~l
Harkov chain defined on
Then we prove




(Dl(t i ). U2 (t i ).···. UH(t i » satisfy the conditions:
UH(t
i




Markov chain, and let n be a set t i , i = 1, 2, ... , such that ~1(ti) e: A(d) for
N _ 11If for all t i e: n, i = 1, 2, ... , the increments U (t i ) - N (t i +1 )
,r(t.)
1
ii) a moment generating functions of Dm(t
l
). m = 1, 2, ... , M exist. i.e., for
hER , 00
iii) 6foral1m=1.2 •... ,N EU
m
then J\t) is not ergodic.
Proof. Let us define an M-dimensional process N*(t) = (Nt(t) •... , NA(t» on
1M as follows
N*(t + 1) = ,M(O) +
t,
,=1 (13)
where UM(t) is defined on A(d). In other words. N*(t) mimics the behaviour of N(t) on
A(d), but it is extended to the 1
M
o
space. Obviously, N*(t) is unbounded random
walk on 1M . If ~*(O) = ~I(O) and (13) holds, then for k e: A(d)
o
CI> - ,M CI>-
Pdt~I[N(t) € A(d)] I , (0) = k) = Pr{t~I[N*(t) € A(d)] I N"(O) = k) (14)
• M - I {Isince the event t~l[W (t) e: A(d) N (0) = k] may be interpreted as the probability
that NfI(t) starting from ~(O) ~ k e: A(d) ever reaches A(d), and ~I(t). N*(t)
behave the same in A(d). Then, by (13) and (14)






In Appendix A we prove that under assumptions (i) - (iii) for any s > a there
N
exists k(s, d) E I such that the RHS of (15) is smaller than s/M. Hence
Pdt!!lIIfI(t) E A(d) I IfI(O) = k(E, d)} , E (16)
Suppose now to the contrary that NM(t) is ergodic. Then for any s > a there
d
1
(El N N 11]exists E I such that for all k €. I
lim PdIfI(E) E A(d
1
(E)) I If!(O) = k) , E
t-
which implies that for any 6 > a exists T(o) such that for t > T(c)
PdJ'(t) E A(d
1
(E)) I IfI(O) = k) , E + 6 . (17)
Assume now in (16) that t
l
> T(c) and d = d
l
(s). Then (16) implies that for













(s)) u A(dl(s)) = 10 ~ C, and summing (17) and (18) for t = t l and
k = k(s, d
l
(s)) we prove that 1 < 2£ + o. This is a desired contradiction
as a consequence of arbitrary E and c.
o
Remarks 3.
i) Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3 we may prDve that ~1(t) is a transient
MarkDv chain. The prDDf is mDre cDmplicated, while from the applicatiDn
point Df view nDnergDdicity is a strDng enDugh prDperty.
ii) AssumptiDn (i) in the theDrem may be relaxed. Instead of identically




(t), ... , UH(t)) we must assume that fDr
any m = I, 2, ... , M ED = ED (t) fDr all t = 1, 2, ...
m m
iii) It shDuld be nDted that the CDnverse Df assumptiDn (iii) Df the theorem,
i.e. , EU < a fDr all m = I, 2, ... , M, is nDt sufficient fDr ergDdicity,
m
as we shall see in the next sectiDn.
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.4ppZi cG.7;ions
We shall discuss two examples of multidimensional queueing systems: buffered
asymmetric ALOHA-type system [15J [19] [21J and coupled-processors [5] [2]. In
both cases. queue lengths in M buffers, ~l(t) = eNl Ct), .•. , N}r(t» satisfy the
following stochastic equations:
N (t + 1)
m
N (t) + X (t) - Y (t)
m m m (19)
is an M-dimensional Markov chain defined on C
where X.Ct.), Y. Ct.), i 1, 2•... , N, t = 0.1, ... , are arrival and departure
1 1
processes from the i-t.h buffer in a time slot (t, t+1). We assume that J1(t)
1
M
; in particular. X(t) =
(20)
n E rHkrates 5. (n)
lU
= nJ and conditional throughput
(yICe) •...• YM(t» are i.i.d. random variables
M
= (n l •···• ~1) E I and k = 1, 2, ...• M, define
'[ ,M
~ E ~ (t) I "(t)
Let n
conditional input rate S~n(n)
k' I ~l50 (n) = E[Yk(t) N (t) = nJ. By (19) is it easy to notice that the k-th
component of the mean drift, den) = (dl(n), ... , ~(n», is
n. (n) ~ sk (n) - Sk (n)
K 1n 0
for all t = 0, 1, ...
Throughout the paper we assume that the conditional input
(Xl (t), ... , ~1(t)) and Y(t)
we define ergodicity region E and
< R" , J' (t) is ergodic} and ] ~+
respectively. Naturally, E u ] ~
are constants and equal to the average input rate h
k
= ~(t), t = 0, 1 •... Then
nonergodicity region) by E = {A = (AI' ...• h
M
)
{A = (hl•...• hM) E ~ : NM(t) is not ergodic},
R
M
However, in the paper we shall find only+
some subsets El • )1 of E and) such that E' U)I
- 17 -
3.1 Buffered, asymmetric ALOHA-type system - [15J [19J [21]
Let us consider a multiqueue system, that is, ~1 dependent queues compete
for access to a server, e.g., a broadcast channel. He assume that time is
slotted and a fixed-length packet from a queue must start its transmission at
the beginning of a slot. The access to the server is controlled by a controI-
vector (lI(t), Z2(t)' ...• ;l(t», where li(t), i = 1, 2, ... , M. takes value 1
if the i-th queue transmits(successfully or noqa packet, otherwise it is zero.
Let N.(t) be the queue length in the i-th queue at the beginning of the t-th
1
slot, and X.(t) the arrival process to the i-th queue in a time slot, (t. t+l).
1
Then, a multiqueue system may be described by the following set of stochastic
equations:
N (t + 1) ~ {N (t) - Z (t)[l - .r" { )Z. (cJx(N. (t»)+j+ + X (t) (20)
m m m JEM- m J J m
N,,(t + 1) (N,,(t) - Z,,(t) [1 - j~M_{>l}Zj(CJx(Nj(t»]+}+ + "M(t)
where M = {I, 2•... , M}, a+ = max{O.a}, and x(n) = 0 for n = 0 and x(n) = 1
otherwise. Let us now assume that
i) {let), 0 ~ t < ~} is i.i.d. and does not depend on X.(t) and NM(t)
1
ii) for all i = 1. 2, ... , M l.(t) are statistically independent and for
1
all t = O. 1, ...
PdZ. (c)
1
Pr{Z.(t) ~ 0) ~ 1 - r. ~ r.
1 1 1
Then. stochastic equations (20) model buffered, asymmetric _~OHA system [15] [19]
In particular,[21] . the queue length in the i-th buffer. N.(t) decreases by one
1
assuming the queue is not empty, if and only if a packet is sent from the i-th
queue (l.(t) = 1) and all nonempty buffers do not send a packet in (t, t+1) slot,
1




{Xi(t), 0:5 t < ~} are i.i.d. for all t = 0, 1, .•. , i = 1, 2, ... , M and Ai EX.(t).
1
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In order tD find stability cDnditions fDr ALOHA system we shall first apply
Lemma 1, 1 and TheDrem 3. Let us define fDr m E M three stDchastic processes:
N (t + 1) = {N (tlm m
N (t + 1) [N (t)-m -m









.E\I { j2.(t)]+j+ + X (tl
Jf.:1 - m J m
X (t)
m
.E'I { j2.(t)]+ + X (tl




The above prDcesses may be interpreted as: N (t) is a queue length in the m-th
m
buffer under the condition that all others queues in the ALOHA system are never
empty; ~In{t) is the queue length in the m-th buffer if all other queues are always
empty; and N*{t) is an unbounded randDm walk on I
m 0 (all integers) under the assump-
tion that all other buffers are never empty. Note that N (t), N (t) and N*{t) are
m -m m
Dne-dimensiDnal }~rkov chains, where the first two are defined on I (nonnegative
integers), the third one on I" We shall shDw that for all In E Mthe Markov chains
o
N (t), N (t) and U (t) = N*(t + 1) - N*(t) satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 1,
m _m In m m
Lemma 1 and Theorem 3, respectively.
To apply Lemma 1 and 2 (more precisely: Corollary 3 and 4) we first prDve
that N (t) ~ N (t) and N (t) ~ N (t) under the assumption that N (0) = N (0) =
In st In _In st In In _In
N (0), where N (t) is an m-filtered process Df ~l(t). In order to take advantage
m rn
of the sample path theorem, as the first step we CDnstruct three queueing systems
on the same probability space, modelled by (20), (2la) and (21b) respectively,
which have identical arrival processes X (t) and identical control-vectDrs let) =
m
(ll (t) •. "", lM(t» for all t. This not only means that the arrival processes and
control-vector have the sa~e joint distributions~ but that they have the same
sample paths. Let us denote the queue lengths in these new constructed systems
by N (t). N (t) and N (t), respectively. They satisfy (20), (2la) and (21b) with
In m _In
x (t) and Z(t) replace by X (t) and Z(t). Assume now N (0) = N (0) = N (0). Then,
m m m _In m
comparing these three processes or equivalently (20), (21a) and (2Ib), one shm...s
iJluuediaLely that for all t ~ 0: {N (t), t ~ a} ~ {N (t), t ~ a}, {N (t), t ;:.: OJ:.;;
_In In In
{N (t), t ~ a}, which by the sample path theorem proves that N (t) ~ N (t) and
m m st In
- 19 -
N (t) ~ ~ (t). On the other hand, applying Theorem 1 to N (t) we show that N (c)
_m st m m m




qrn = r j~l r.rn J
jim
By Theorem 2 we also show that N (t) is not ergodic if A 2 r. Hence, we have proved
_m m m











We denote by Ei and J{ the subsets of the ergodicity region E, and oooergodicity
J Ec , < JC = H {RH )region, ,such that A € 1 if (22) is satisfied and A ~ 1 m~l A E +: Am 2 T
m
To apply Theorem 3, note that U (t) = N*(t + 1) - N*(t) satisfies conditions
m m m
(i) and (ii),and EUm > 0, i.e., Am> qrn' Hence,







JR a subset of ] such that (24) is satisfied for all m E M.
J RcJ C JCcJRf1 nor 1 or M > 1.
Note
As a consequence of Property 1a and 2 we find sufficient and necessary
conditions for ergodicity of a buffered symmetric ALOHA system.:
Property 3. Let A ~ A and r = r for all rn € M.
m m Then for N(t) to be ergodic
it is necessary to have
, _ 11-1
A :S r r (25a)
and sufficient co have
N-1A < r r (25b)
o
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We shall enhance further the conditions (22) and (23), but now we shall deal
with Lyapunov function method, i.e .• we apply Corollaries land 2 to the ALOHA
Then, letting H
system. Note that the conditional throughput Sm(n). n € IN, m € M in the system is
o
m M - x(n.)
So(nl ,···, I}1) r m x(nm) j~l r j J (26)
j;'m
(0,0 •... , 0) in Corollaries land 2. we know that ~l(t) is
ergodic if
" N i 6 S"(n)i~lci\ < i~lciSo(n) = 0
and nonergodic if
" " i @ S" (n)i~lci\ > .Elc.S (n)1= 1 0 0
(27a)
(27b)
for all n € C-H. But, by the property of the function x(n). we may restrict a
set of n € C-H satisfying (27) to C-H ~ D = {(ol •... ' ~): ni = 1 or 0i = A.
i = I. 2, ... , M}. "Hence, there are 2 - 1 inequalities in (27). Since the LHS
of (27) is the same for all n € D. then for (27a) we must find the smallest value
of the RHS of (27a), while for (27b) the greatest value of (27b) must be deter-
mined. These values depend on the constant c ~ 0
m
shm,Ts
"Property 4. Let E r i ~ 1. Then,
m € M. as the following
a)
b)
~1(t) is ergodic if
" A.E .....l. < 1
n=l ri
J'(t) is not ergodic if
" "
},
i~l r.A. > i~l r. jh r.1 1 1 J
or if for an m € M





Property 5, For all n, rn , ,II r + r > 1- Then J\t) is not ergodic ifn rn
H Ai, > 1 (28d)i;;l r,,
P1>:;of of (28aJ. Assume in (27a) c. = 1/r' for all i E: M. \~e have to prove that, ,
the smallest value of the RHS of (27a) is equal to 1. Let us adopt a notation:
an element nED we denote by n OH-k) 'f ,.,~ at pos~t~ons 1
1
, i 2 • •.. ,
i
k
E M of n there are 1, otherwise zeros. Then denoting by S"(n)
o
the RHS of
(27) we have OM-k) = 1, while for k ~ 2
E i lS (l , ... ,
o
k k
= " j~l r.i!:l ,.
j#i J
(29)
By induction we may easily prove that for all k ~ 1
k
jJ" r~ ~ 1 -
i=l ...
(30)
Then, applying (30) to (29) we obtain
[ i1







) = k - (k - 1) j~l r. " 1'j ,.,", J
Jr'
H
where the last inequality follows from iEl r i ~ 1.
Proof of (28b). For nonergodicity we must consider (27b) and choose the greatest
value of S (n) for nED.
o
"S (1, 1..... 1)o
Let us put c. = rio
H M 1
= i;g,l r i j~l r j
i EM and note that
Let now"i.e .• S (1, ... , 1) is equal to the RHS of (28b).o
" < "( i l i HThen, show that 5 (1. 1 •...• 1) _ 5 1 , ...• 1 ,
o 0
to prove that SE(1il, ... , lik, OM-k) $ SE(1i1 , ... ,
o 0
all k = H - 1. M - 2•... , 2. This shm.....s (28b).
0) iff
( ' ') IM- 11 1 , ... , ~!-l E A
H
i~lri $ 1. Use induction
OM-l+k) 'f \l 1 f... i~lri S , or
rom
and consider two cases:
- 2.~ -
Proo.f of (26[;). Choose for a given m €. M
[ m !'l-l
Obviousl_, S (1 • 0 ) = r .
o 0 m
r
m for i €. M- {m}.


















since the expression in the brackets is not a cDmplete Bernoulli distribution,
it is smaller than 1.
b) for all 1 < j < k i. " mo ThenrJ
[ il lik OO1-k)
r k k rm
I < mS (1 , ... , = =- r.
j~l
r. r ~ r
0
,
r n=l 1 1- r m mm n j#n J m
Thus, we prDved I mthat S (1 ,
o
OM-I) is the greatest amDng all values Df RHS of (27b).
Proof of (28d). This follo\o,'s the prDof Df (28a). In particular. ,....e must shDw that
(29) is greater than 1 under the assumption of Property 5. Note that for k = 2
S[(lil li2. 001- 2) ~ r. + r o ~ 2 - (r. + r. ) < 1o '
' 1 ' 2 ' 1 ' 2
since for all iI' i 2
£ M r o + r. < l. Then use inductiDn ,....ith respect to k to
' 1 ' 2
prove (28d). D
We denDte by ~ a set Df AE R: satisfying (28a), and by ]~, ~ subsets Df
stands for the Lyapunov function methDd.
nonergodicity regiDn ] satisfying (28b), (28c) and (28d)
LNote that ]2
respectively, where L
"m~l{A E ~ : (28c) holds
fDr m EM}. Moreover, applying (28b) to the symmetric case we may show for
r < 1 -M-l1M that a necessary CDndition for ergDdicity is A < rr instead of
-M-lA ~ rr as in (25a).
Before we present SDme remarks about the abDve proven results we first enhance
the conditions given in PrDperty 1 by applying Lemma 1 and 2 tD a more sophisticated
case. Proving Property 1 we found that one dimensional MarkDv chains N (t) and
m
~(t) upper and lower bounded m-fi1tered process N (t) Df NM(t).
m
In Dther words,
as a cover Df M we ChDS~ I-tuples 01 = (1), 02 = (2) •...• oM = (~[), PM = {a1• 02'···. ~M}'
since ergDdicity and nDnergodicity conditions of N (t), N (t), m = 1, 2, ...• M were
-m m
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relacively easy to find. HDwever, due to Nalyshev [10] we alSD knDw sufficient
and necessary conditions for ergodicity of a class Df tWD-dimensional Markov
?chains. Let us, as an example, consider a tWD-queue ALOHA system, N-(t)
(NICt), N2(t». Naturally, the average drift d(k)







= h2 - r l r 2 (this condition is required in
Malyshev's theorem). Introducing
a l (2) = ridl + r l d2 ; a 2 (1) = r 2dl + r 2d2
Malyshev's conditions imply that [19J:
the ALOliA system with M = 2 1-S eY'godia if and only if
i) 8
1
(2) <: a arrd 8
2
(1) < a if r
1
+ r 2 :S 1
ii) al (2) < a or a 2








We generalize conditions C3l) to an M-dimensional ALOHA system. Therefore,
let us chDose two queues. n, m E Mand define
++N (t + 1) {N (t) -Z(t)[I- X(N (t»"M' )2,]) + X (t)m m m n JE -tn,m J m
(32)
N (0 + 1) = {N ( t) -2(t)[l- X(N (t»,E
M
, )z,]+}+ + X (t)





1) = {N (t) - 2 (t)[1 • 2 (t)X(N (t»] ) + X (t)
_m m n n m
N (t) = {N (t) • 2 (t)[1 -
_0 _n n
Under the assumptiDns mentioned
.
above N (t) = (N (t), N (t»
mo m n and N (t) =mn
(33)
(N (t), N (t» are two-dimensional Markov chains. Moreover. N (t) may be inter-
-m -n om
preted as queue lengths in the n-th and m-th queues under the condition that all
other queues io the ALOHA system are never empty; N (t) models the queue lengths
.mn
in the system under the conditiDn that all other queues are always empty (or in
uther words, N (t) represents the ALOlIA system with two queues, nand m).
_np!
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Now let for n, m E M
H
d = A - r j~l r.n n n J
j/n
a (m) = d r + d r
n n n m n
d' A - r r
n n n m
a' (m) '" drr + d'r
n n n m n
Then, using (31a) we may prove that [19J
(a) N >s et'godic if and on Z:y if (r j " 0 for j M - (n,m))T ,mn
i) a (m) < 0 and a (n) < 0 if r + r $ 1n m n m
ii) a (m) < 0 or a (n) < 0 if r + r > 1n m n m
(b) N is not ergodic if and only ifmn
i) a' (m) , 0 and a' (n) , 0 if r + r $ 1n m n m
ii) aT (m) , 0 a r (n) , 0 .~ + > 1or >J r rn m n m
(35)
Moreover, using the same sample path arguments as in the proof of Property 1 we
show that the (m,n)-filtered process }lDf N (t), N (t) '" (N (t), N (t» satisfies:
ron In n
N (t) S N (t) and N (t) S N (t). Hence, Lemma 1 and 2 may be applied tomn st ron _mn st ron
determine stability conditions of NM(t).
According to Lemma 1 and ~_ we must define a cover P of M. Let P '" {a .; for
n n 1




). , q ) if a = (n)n n
A and ). satisfy (34) ) ita (n,m)n m
A , r ) ifa nn n






,,,,.here P is a cover of M such that a E P is either a I-tuple a = (n) or a 2-tuple
n n
0= (n,m). Hence. we proved





(b) The ALOHA system is not ergodic if A E J
3
.
Comparing E~ and J~ found in Property I and ti. J~ it is obvious that E~ c
J{ c J~, however, inequalities (22), (23) determining E~ and J~ are given
while Ei. J; are defined using slightly more complicated procedures.
We illustrate these results by two examples. First, we consider the two-queue
ALOHA system. Then, (31) gives sufficient and necessary conditions for ergodicity
of N
2




$ 1 (Fig. Ib)
and for r , + r 2 ' 1 (Fig. 1b). On the other hand. by Property 1 (P. 1) and Property 4a













> for r , + r 2 ' l. Applying Property 4b to m = 1 and




which consists of points ()~A2)
$ 1) we recognize the whole nonergodicity region J
2
E R+ outside <OABC>. He denote such a region by
<ABC~>, where ~ indicates the point in the infinity which belongs to the outside
of <OABC> in R~. Let us point out that J~ = ] = <ABC~> = <AA'~>· u <C'C~> and
<AA'~> is determined by (2Sc) for m = 1, and <C'C~> for m = 2. In the case
1 we apply Property 2 and Property 5 to find subsets of nonergodicity
<B"BB'~> (P. 2) and <ACo>:» (P. 5). In fact, in that case we
may determine exactly the ergodicity region E = <OABC> by Lyapunov method
substituting in (27a) c = 1
1
ehtended to M > 2.
1





~ - I, but this cannot be
Let us now consider a more sophisticated example in the three-dimensional
state space to illustrate applications of Property 6. In Fig. 2 we plotted subsets
of ergodicity region for r
l
= 0.3, r 2 = 0.2 and r 3 = 0.1. Property la shows that
E ~ E~ = <OaByo8¢w>, and application of Property (4a) gives us E ~ E~ = <OE~r>.
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Applying Property 6a to the following three covers: pil ) ~ {IT
l
~ (1,2), °2 = (3)},
p;2) = {01 = (1), 02
~ = <OABBCDE6FGHq,!w>.
(3)
(Z,3)} and Pz ~ {ol = (1,3). 0z ~ (Z)}, we finally obtain
Obviously, E~ c E~. but neither E~ c Ei nor Ei c Ei. It
should be also clear, by Property 1 and 2, that the point w ~ (ql' q2 •...• qM)(for






, r l r Zr 3
• r l r Zr 3
»)is the boundary point of E, that is, in any
neighborhood of w there are points A E ~ belonging to E and J. On the other hand,
by Property Ib and (4a), we find that ~ ~ (rl , 0, 0), L ~ (0, r 2 , 0) and r ~ (0. 0, r 3
)
are boundary points (more generally: any point (0, 0, ... , r k , 0, ... , 0) where r k
is in the k-th position of M-tuple is a boundary point). This confirms Fig. 3, where
subsets of nonergodicity region J are plotted,
Lnamely: J
2
= <OLP~RrST~> (Property 4b,
formula (2Sc) for m = 1. Z, 3) and JR = <wXYZw> (Property Z). In Fig. 3 we mark
ergodicity region found in Fig. 2.
Remarks 4.
(i) It might be interesting to find such constants cl ' c2 ' ... , ~ in the Lyapunov
method (formula (Z7» which determine the largest ergodicity or nonergodicity
region. By a simple geometrical consideration under the assumption c. ~ 0
1
i = 1, 2, ...• N it is easy to notice that such optimal values of the constants
~ 1, as it was done in Property 4a.
(ii)
1are c. ~ - for
1 r.
1
We conjecture that for N ~ 3 the ergodicity region E is <OL~f~rQw>. where
the points == (rl r 2 • rlr Z' 0), ~ ~ (r l r 3 , 0, r l r 3). r = (0, r Zr 3 , r Zr 3) lie




~ 0 and Al ~ 0 respectively. They are determined
as boundary points of the ergodicity region of the two-dimensional Markov
chains assuming the third queue is not fed, i.e •• Al = 0, or h2 = 0, or A3 0
(the points =. $, r are equivalent to point B in Fig. 1).
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3.2 Coupled-processors - IS] [2J
Let us now consider N coupled processors, that is, there are M queues, each
followed by a processor. and the action of the k-th processor depends on the state
per slot if the number of customers




costornersfrom its queue with service rate
in the (k + l)-st (mod H) queue is smaller than v~~i. otherwise the k-th processor
serves with rate v(O) customers per slot. We assume that a time is slotted and the
k
duration of a slot is equal to a fixed-length customer service time. Processors
are synchronized and they start service at the beginning of a slot. however. the
k-th processor is able to send . (0) (1)slmultaneously Vk or Vk customers in a slot.
Let Nk(t) denote the number of customers in the k-th queue at the beginning of a
slot, and let x(n, \I) be a function which takes value 0 for n < V and 1 for n ~ v.
Then, the system is described by the following set of stochastic equations:
N
1







1 1 2' 2 1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N (t + 1) " (N (t) - [v(l)X(N (t), v(l)) + V(O)(l - X(Nm+1(t), V
m
(+ll)))]}+ + Xm(t)
m m ill m+l m+l m





where X. (t). i == 1. 2, ... , H is an arrival process to the i-th queue in the
1
(t. t + 1) slot. Assuming X.(t) is i.i.d. with respect to t == 0.1 •... and
1
M-dimensional process ~(t) == (Nl (t), ... , ~(t)) is a Markov
chain. whose stability condition will be studied. The two coupled processors
(M == 2) with exponential service time and Poisson arrivals was studied by Fayolle
and Iasnogrodski [5J (see also I2]).
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'I~e shall study stability conditions of tllet) through the results proven before.
In particular, to apply Lemma 1, 2 and Theorem 3 let us define
vrnin = min (V(O) 1'(1) } VID2X min '1'(0) V (l)} m , IIm m ' m m 'm ' m
and
N (t + 1) = [N (t) Vmio ]+ + X (t) (38a)m m m m
N (t + 1) = [N (c) _ Vrnax ]+ + X (t) (38b)_m _m m m
",,(t) = N*(t) -V(l)+X(c) (38c)m m m m
Using sample path arguments, as in the proof of Property 1 in Sec. 3.1, we show
that m-filtered process of
Hence, by Lemmas 1 and 2,
J1(t), N (t), satisfies
m N (t) ~st N (t) and N (t) ~ N (t).m m _ID m
Property 7. a) The coupled-processors system is ergodic if for all m E M
, . .min . (lr(O) V (ll),,<v =m~n •
m m m m




To apply Theorem 3 let us define A(V(l)) = {n € IN
+
o




in A(V Cf)) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3, that is, U (t) =
m
N (t) in A(V(l)) are i.i.d., and possess moment generating functions
m
> 0 if A > vel). In fact,
m m
A(V(l)) to the state space
(since U (c) is downward uniformly bounded), and EU
m m
N*(t) defined by (38c) is an extension of trI(t) from
I:, as was done in (13). Hence,
Property 8. The coupled-processors system is not 2:!'godic if for all m E /II
A > V (1)
m m (40 )
o
It should be pointed out that the converse condition to (~O), i.e., A < Vel)
m m
for m E M. does not assure ergodicity of ~I(t), as it may be checked by Malyshev's
conditions or by comparison with Fayolle's results [5] for M = 2. Instead of
A < Vel) we must assume (39a) for stability.
m m
Finally, let us apply Corollaries
determine conditional throughputs
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land 2. By (6), (7) and (20) we must first
Sk(n) and define a finite subset H. where
o
conditions (6) and (7) may be violated. It is easy to notice that
S~(n) :: min {~, k EM, (41)
where vx(nk+l' vW) is v(O) V (1) depends on the value of x(nk+l' (1 ) Letk k or k Vk+l) .
us also define H tn E IN: max i E: M}. Then, by Corollary 1 0(t) isn. < Vi '1
ergodic if for n E IN H
M (x(n. V~l»)
i~l c i min{ni , Vi 1+1' 1+1 }
and by Corollary 2 the system is not ergodic if for n E IN - H
(42a)
M
i~l ci \ ~
M
.'1 c. min{n., V,(x(ni+l'1:: 1 1 1 (4 2b)
As before, to get explicite results for stability we must find the minimum of the
RHS of (42a) over n E 1
M
- H, while for instability the maximum of the RHS of (42b)
is needed over n EO 1M - Ii IoJe present one result of this type:




Proof. Let us denote the RHS of (42a) by SL(n) and let c. :: l/V~O). i = 1, 2, ... , M.
011
, (0) _ M
Note that So(O,O, ... , Vi ,0 ... , 0) - 1. Noreover, for n E I - H there exists





a m m m m+l
for all m E M Sm(n) = v(l). In the former case SL(n) ~ 1 since c l/Y(O)
a O m'
in the latter case SL(n) ,~V~l)/v~O) is at least 1 by the assumption.a 1=1 1 1
The same type of results may be obtianed for nonergodicity by considering (42b)
and choosing appropriate constants c i ' i E M.
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4. ConcZusions
We have considered stability conditions for multidimensional Harkov chains.
Three methods have been investigated: Lyapunov functions. comparison tests and
unbounded random walk. The constraints of the first method in the multidimensional
environment lie in a finite set H c C, ,~hich may violate stability conditions.
Therefore, the comparison tests have been derived. Nevertheless, in these tests
we require the existance of ergodic (nonergodic) Markov chains upper (lower) bound-
iog a filtered process of the analysed Markov chain. The simplest method is
unbounded random walk, however, this method is restricted to a special class of
Markov chains.
The methods have been applied to stability analysis of multidimensional
queueing systems. At first, a buffered asymmetric ALOHA system was studied and
we found a number of stability conditions. Then an M coupled-processors system
was considered from the ergodicity point of view. Most of the results are new
or presented in a new way. In fact, to the author's knowledge, Properties 1 and 2
was previously established by Tsybakov and Mikhaikov [21J. However, they used
much more complex analysis. Moreover, Falin in [3] found an ergodicity condition




= ..• = S-, = 1,




Let VCt) be an i.i.d. random variable. possessing a moment generating function
¢(h) Ee-hUel ). h ~ 0 and EO = EVel) ,. O. He prove that for any e: > 0 there exist.s
k(e:) > a such that
what implies (16) in the proof of Theorem 3
First. of all, note that for any t and k ~ 0











")e-h(j+k)+ f PriVet) = ") -h(j+k)
j=-k+l J e 2:
-h("-k) -k
= j) e J >"L PriVet) = j)= PriVet) < -k)
J=-OO
Note now that ~(O) = 1 and ~I (0) = -Eller.) < O. Hence, there exists h* > 0 and
-ao > 0 such that ¢(h*) = e • and by (A2)
Pr{U(t) ~ -k} ~ expI-h*k - 6]






Since 6 does not depend on k. hence (Al) follows from (A4).
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Figure 1. Ergodicity region <OABC> and nonergodicity region <ABCw> in
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